
Setting Up Osiconcept
Photo-electric Sensors

Concepts and Terminology
Diffuse Sensing
The receiver emits a beam which bounces off a target (up to 
maximum range) and back to sensor which then reacts to the 
reflected beam

Background Suppressed
As above but can be set to see targets within a specified distance. 
The sensor will ignore reflections from targets further away. 
Eg: will see a target passing on a conveyor but will ignore somebody 
walking past, behind the conveyor, even if theoretically within range 
of the sensor.

Reflective, Retroflective, Polarised Reflective
All types that project a beam at a reflector and pick up the reflected 
beam. 
In these cases the detection is the loss (or breaking) of the beam, 
not the reception of a beam reflected from the target. 
A shiny target may reflect the beam sufficiently to defeat the 
breaking of the beam. 
To avoid this effect a Polarised Reflective type is used, where the 
sensor transmitter and receiver each have polarising filters set at 90 
degrees to each other. The reflector will rotate the beam 90 degrees 
so that the sensor can only see a beam reflected from the reflector 
and not any other shiny surface.

Through Beam
Again a “break beam” system but this time using a separate 
transmitter which is mounted on the opposite side of the target and 
aimed at the sensor. 
This has the advantage of giving a very long sensing range and also 
avoids any issue of false signals being reflected from the target.
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Concepts and Terminology continued

Normally Open/Closed
In sensor terms “Normal” means no target detected. 
“Open” means no output (for solid state) or relay has not changed state 
(for electro mechanical). 
“Closed” is the reverse.
These terms do not relate to whether or not the sensor is detecting the 
beam, this is governed by the sensing mode in use. EG in Diffuse mode, 
“Normal” is when the sensor does NOT detect the beam. In Reflective or 
Through Beam modes “Normal” is when the sensor DOES detect the 
beam.

Normally open/closed modes can be inverted by the following procedure.

Set up your sensor as described in the following notes.
Press and hold the teach button, all LEDs will extinguish,after 3 seconds 
the green will light, after a further 3 seconds the green will extinguish and 
the yellow illuminate.
Release the teach button immediately the yellow illuminates. The green 
will flash and then go steady. The unit has now reversed its normally 
open/closed state.

PNP/NPN
Applies to solid state output where the output is an electrical signal rather 
than the movement of a relay contact. 
PNP means the output is positive polarity and is used to activate devices 
which are permanently connected to the negative “rail”.
NPN
means the output is negative polarity and is used to activate devices 
which are permanently connected to the positive “rail”.
These terms bear no relation to the Normally Open/Closed states
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Concepts and Terminology continued

Osiconcept
A Schneider term used to describe their range of multi-function sensors 
which can be configured by the user to carry out most sensing functions, 
thereby eliminating the need to have lots of different sensors for differing 
applications.

Multi-function refers to different functions of the same sensor class, ie the 
various functions described earlier are all photo-electric functions. A 
differing group of sensors cover the Inductive sensing, Ultrasonic, etc, not 
covered here.

_______________________________
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Setting Procedure
Factory Reset
Before attempting any set up procedure you need to know from where you 
are starting, and the best way to do this is by performing a factory reset. If at 
any time you lose track of where you are perform a reset and start again. To 
perform the reset:

Apply power to the sensor
Press and continually hold down the teach button
After 3 seconds the green LED will light steady. Keep holding the button……
After a further 3 seconds the yellow LED will  light steady, keep holding the 
button…….
After a further 3 seconds all three LEDs will flash, let go of the button. 
The green LED only will be flashing. You have performed the reset

Setting Up For Diffuse Mode Operation
After Reset:
Point the sensor away from any object within the range of the sensor.
Press and hold the teach button, all lights will extinguish, continue holding the 
button until the green light illuminates steady – then release.
The sensor is now “learning” to operate in Diffuse mode, during which time 
the green LED will flash rapidly.
Once the learning process is over the green LED will illuminate steady
The sensor is now ready to use in Diffuse mode and will detect objects that 
fall within range.

Setting Up For Diffuse Mode With Background Suppres sion
Place a target at the limit of range that you wish the sensor to detect.
Perform a reset.
Point the sensor at the target and press and hold the teach button until the 
green light illuminates steady, then release. The green light will flash rapidly 
while the sensor “learns” the position of the target, then the green LED will 
illuminate steady.
The target may now be removed and the sensor will only detect items closer 
to the sensor than the target position, even if other items further away are 
within the theoretical range of the sensor.
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Setting Procedure
Setting up for Background Suppression – Fine Positio n
Perform Reset.
Position background and set up for background suppression as in previous 
section
Place the target object in the closest position to the sensor that you would 
wish to detect.
The green and yellow LRDs should both be “On, steady”
Press and hold the teach button, all LEDs will extinguish, keep holding until 
the green light illuminates steady then release immediately.
The sensor is now learning the near distance and will flash during the 
process
When the green light turns steady the sensor is ready to use and should only 
detect objects in the target range, ignoring objects closer or further away.

Be aware that in this mode an object in the correct position will not be 
detected if masked by a closer object, which in itself will not be detected 
either.

Setting Up For Reflex Mode Operation (with reflecto r)
Perform Reset:
Mount the reflector in the required position. Align the sensor to the reflector 
until a steady yellow is obtained.
Press and hold the teach button, all LEDS will extinguish, keep holding until 
the green LED illuminates steady, then release. 
The sensor is now learning the reflector position and will flash during this 
process. When the green goes steady and the yellow extinguishes the sensor 
is ready to use, giving an output when the beam is broken. 
If a red LED shows then the reflector and sensor are not correctly aligned.

Semi transparent objects may permit sufficient light to pass through in both 
directions to activate the sensor’s receiver and thereby not detect the object. 
Depending on the degree of transparency this can be tuned out of the system 
by the following method:
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Setting Procedure
Setting Up For Reflex Mode Operation (with reflecto r) 
continued . . . .

Perform the set up as per standard reflex method.
Place the semi transparent object in  the beam.
Press and hold the teach button, all LEDs will extinguish and continue to hold 
until the green LED lights steady then release immediately.
The sensor is now learning the object and will flash green during the process.
When the green LED lights steady the sensor is ready to use. The
effectiveness of this option is dependent on the material but is quite reliable 
up to surprising levels of transparency.

Setting Up For Through Beam Mode

Position the transmitter (note: in Schneider documentation the transmitter is 
often referred to as the “Thru Beam Accessory”) and sensor in line. Power up

Make sure you have yellow and green LEDs illuminated on the transmitter. If 
the Beam Break connection is made the beam will be off, which is indicated 
by no yellow, in which case disconnect the beam break (pin 2 or violet wire)

Perform reset.

The green LED should be flashing and if the transmitter and sensor are 
correctly aligned the yellow light will be steady. If the yellow LED is flickering 
or the red LED shows then the two are not aligned properly.

To set the sensor in through beam mode press and hold the teach button, all 
LEDs will extinguish then the green illuminates steady. Release the button. 
The sensor will now “learn” the through beam set up during which time the 
green LED will flash rapidly. Once the green LED illuminates steady the 
sensor is ready for use. When the beam is broken the yellow LED will 
illuminate and the output will switch on.
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Checking That The Sensor Is Programmed In 
The Correct Mode

Power up the sensor
Press the teach button for 1 second only and release
The LEDs will extinguish then after release the red LED will flash

Count the flashes

1 = Diffuse Mode
2 = Background Suppressed
3 = Reflector Mode
4 = Through Beam


